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Project Information

Title: Europäisierung der nationalen Modellinitiative zur Qualitätssicherung und -entwicklung in der betrieblichen Berufsbildung (ENIQAB)
Project Number: 191185-LLP-1-2010-1-DE-LEONARDO-EQAVET
Year: 2011
Project Type: Other EU-Projects
Individual Participation: Not possible
Deadline Participation: Status: granted
Country: EU-Centralised Projects
Marketing Text: The project ENIQAB develops transnational synopses on quality development and assurance in VET. Particular emphasis is placed on the three research foci of the pilot projects, which ENIQAB links to the EQAVET process:
- development of instruments
- development of communication structures
- development of a qualification concept for the training personnel
Examples of good practice result from the synopses and from successful experiences and procedures of the pilot projects.
Summary: The Federal Institute for Vocational Education and Training (BIBB) works as a coordinator together with three European partners from Austria, Poland and Portugal.
The aim of the project is to link the European Quality Assurance in Vocational Education and Training EQAVET initiative with the national pilot projects focusing on quality assurance and quality development. The latter are promoted by BIBB and funded by the Federal Ministry of Education and Research (BMBF). Perspectives and experiences of the partner countries are included in the work of the German pilot projects. Conversely, the partner countries gain impulses from the pilot projects for corresponding measures within their own national context and transfer good practice.
Description: In order to obtain transnational synopses the project follows the peer-learning process approach:
1. The German pilot projects are informed about the European quality assurance approach (EQAVET) and about quality assurance measures in the partner countries.
2. The partner countries receive information about the approaches of the German pilot projects and about quality assurance in vocational education and training in Germany. They may use this information for appropriate measures in their own national context and to transfer “good practice”.
3. Specialist transfer of information takes place between the German stakeholders and the partner countries at project meetings. The aim here is to provide mutual feedback on the quality assurance instruments.
The chosen approach constitutes a substantiated basis for the development and the dissemination of examples of Good Practice.
Themes: *** Quality
** Initial training
* Utilization and distribution of results
Product Types: others
website
Product information: In order to support the exchange between the pilot projects and the European partners and to disseminate the work of ENIQAB, information material was developed in German and English (newsletters, brochure, country profiles, descriptions of the pilot projects etc). All products are accessible on the website www.deqa-vet.de/en/ENIQAB.php. Furthermore, guidelines/examples of good practice and a checklist will be developed.
Project homepage: www.deqa-vet.de/en/ENIQAB.php

http://www.adam-europe.eu/adam/project/view.htm?prj=7534
Project Contractor

Name: Bundesinstitut für Berufsbildung
City: Bonn
Country/Region: Nordrhein-Westfalen
Country: DE-Germany
Organization Type: public institution
Homepage: http://www.bibb.de

Contact Person

Name: Julia Jörgens
Address: Robert-Schuman-Platz 3
City: Bonn
Country: DE-Germany
Telephone: ++49 +228 107-1677
Fax:
E-mail: joergens@bibb.de
Homepage: http://www.bibb.de
Coordinator

Name: Bundesinstitut für Berufsbildung
City: Bonn
Country/Region: Nordrhein-Westfalen
Country: DE-Germany
Organization Type: public institution
Homepage: http://www.bibb.de

Contact Person

Name: Julia Jörgens
Address: Robert-Schuman-Platz 3
City: Bonn
Country: DE-Germany
Telephone: ++49+228107-1677
Fax:
E-mail: joergens@bibb.de
Homepage: http://www.bibb.de
**Partner**

**Partner 1**
- Name: Direcção-Geral do Emprego e das Relações de Trabalho
- City: Lisbon
- Country/Region: Lisboa
- Country: PT-Portugal
- Organization Type: public institution
- Homepage: http://www.dgert.mtss.gov.pt

**Partner 2**
- Name: OeAD (Österreichische Austauschdienst)-Gesellschaft mit beschränkter Haftung
- City: Vienna
- Country/Region: Vienna
- Country: AT-Austria
- Organization Type: National Agency
- Homepage: http://www.arqa-vet.at

**Partner 3**
- Name: Fundacja Rozwoju Systemu Edukacji
- City: Warsaw
- Country/Region: Mazowieckie
- Country: PL-Poland
- Organization Type: association/non-governmental organisation
- Homepage: http://www.frse.org.pl
The process report of ENIQAB allows an overview on the first half of the project.
### Products

1. Website ENIQAB
2. Flyer ENIQAB
3. 1st international ENIQAB Newsletter (en)
4. Documentation of ENIQAB Workshops
5. 1st ENIQAB Newsletter (de)
6. 2nd ENIQAB Newsletter (de)
7. Country Profiles
8. Description of Pilot Projects
9. 3rd ENIQAB Newsletter (de)
10. 4th ENIQAB Newsletter (de)
11. 2nd international ENIQAB newsletter (en)
12. ENIQAB Brochure
13. 5th ENIQAB Newsletter (de)
14. Practical guides for the implementation of the European Quality Strategy (de + en)

Product 'Website ENIQAB'

Title: Website ENIQAB

Product Type: website

Marketing Text: The website of ENIQAB contains a wide range of information on the project.

Description: It provides information on objectives, methods, project partners, products, documentation and the advisory group.

Target group: The target groups of the website are the European partners, the actors of the pilot projects and everybody interested and involved in high quality in VET.

Result: The website is designed to give an overview on the project and is continually being updated.

Area of application: The product was created with the aim of enhancing dissemination of information on the project.

Homepage: http://www.deqa-vet.de/en/ENIQAB.php

Product Languages: English
German
Product 'Flyer ENIQAB'

Title: Flyer ENIQAB
Product Type: distribution methods
Marketing Text: The flyer allows a brief overview on the project and its activities.
Description: It contains a brief description of the project, its products and activities.
Target group: The target groups of the flyer are the European partners, the actors of the pilot projects and everybody interested and involved in high quality in VET.
Result: The flyer is designed to give a brief overview on the project and to arouse the curiosity on ENIQAB.
Area of application: The product was created with the aim of enhancing dissemination of information on the project.
Homepage: http://www.deqa-vet.de/_media/PDF_allgemein/ENIQAB_Flyer.pdf
Product Languages: English
German

product files

Flyer_ENIQAB_de
Flyer_ENIQAB_de.pdf
http://www.adam-europe.eu/prj/7534/prd/2/2/Flyer_ENIQAB_de.pdf

Flyer_ENIQAB_en.pdf
http://www.adam-europe.eu/prj/7534/prd/2/2/Flyer_ENIQAB_en.pdf
Product ’1st international ENIQAB Newsletter (en)’

Title: 1st international ENIQAB Newsletter (en)

Product Type: distribution methods

Marketing Text: The newsletter assembles important information on EQAVET and the ten pilot projects.

Description: The Newsletter provides information on EQAVET and the ten pilot projects.

Target group: Target groups are the European partners and the interested public.

Result: The newsletter familiarises the European partners with the EQAVET process and with the ten pilot projects.

Area of application: The newsletter serves as information material which promotes the exchange between the European initiative on quality assurance and development in VET, the German pilot projects concerning this matter and the European partners.

Homepage: http://www.deqa-vet.de/_media/2012-01-31_ENIQAB-Newsletter_Nr1_engl.pdf

Product Languages: English

product files

Newsletter

ENIQAB_newsletter_ed.1_en.pdf

http://www.adam-europe.eu/prj/7534/prd/5/2/ENIQAB_newsletter_ed.1_en.pdf
Product 'Documentation of ENIQAB Workshops'

Title: Documentation of ENIQAB Workshops

Product Type: transparency and certification

Marketing Text: The documentation of the project meetings serves to record the results and to make the work of the project transparent.

Description: The project meetings with the European partners and the pilot projects are documented on a record.

Target group: The target groups of the documentation are the European partners, the actors of the pilot projects and everybody interested and involved in high quality in VET.

Result: Results of the workshops are documented and published on the ENIQAB Website.

Area of application: the product is used to make the work of ENIQAB public and transparent.

Homepage:

Product Languages: English
German

product files

Documentation

2nd_ENIQAB_Workshop_documentation_en.pdf

Kick-off-Meeting_documentation_de.pdf

Kick-off-Meeting_short_documentation_en.pdf
Product '1st ENIQAB Newsletter (de)'

Title: 1st ENIQAB Newsletter (de)

Product Type: distribution methods


Description: The Newsletter provides information on the EQAVET process.

Target group: Actors of pilot projects and interested public.

Result: The newsletter familiarises the pilot projects with the EQAVET process and the Reference Framework.

Area of application: The newsletter serves as information material which promotes the exchange between the European initiative on quality assurance and development in VET and the German pilot projects concerning this matter.

Homepage: http://www.deqa-vet.de/_media/PDF_allgemein/1__ENIQAB-Newsletter_-_EQAVET.pdf

Product Languages: German

**product files**

**Newsletter**

ENIQAB_newsletter_ed.1_de.pdf

Newsletter
Product '2nd ENIQAB Newsletter (de)'

Title: 2nd ENIQAB Newsletter (de)

Product Type: distribution methods

Marketing Text: The newsletter enables to gain an insight into the state of quality development and quality assurance in VET in Austria, one of the European partners.

Description: The newsletter provides information on quality assurance and development in Austrian VET.

Target group: Target groups are actors of pilot projects and the interested public.

Result: The newsletter familiarises the actors of the pilot projects with the Austrian experiences on quality assurance and development in VET.

Area of application: The newsletter serves as information material which promotes the exchange between the European initiative on quality assurance and development in VET and the German pilot projects concerning this matter.

Homepage:

Product Languages: German

product files

ENIQAB_newsletter_ed.2_de.pdf

http://www.adam-europe.eu/prj/7534/prd/10/1/ENIQAB_newsletter_ed.2_de.pdf

Newsletter
Product 'Country Profiles'  

Title: Country Profiles  
Product Type: distribution methods  
Marketing Text: The country profiles allow an overview on the status of quality assurance and development in VET in the partner countries.  
Description: The profiles contain a description of quality assurance in VET in the partner countries.  
Target group: The target groups of the profiles are the European partners, the actors of the pilot projects and everybody interested and involved in high quality in VET.  
Result: The profiles inform about quality assurance in different countries and promote the exchange of experiences.  
Area of application: The product was created to support the transnational exchange of approaches to quality assurance in VET.  
Homepage:  
Product Languages: German  
English  

product files  

Country Profiles  
Country_Profile_Austria.pdf  
http://www.adam-europe.eu/prj/7534/prd/12/2/Country_Profile_Austria.pdf  

Country_Profile_Germany.pdf  
http://www.adam-europe.eu/prj/7534/prd/12/2/Country_Profile_Germany.pdf  

Country_Profile_Poland.pdf  
http://www.adam-europe.eu/prj/7534/prd/12/2/Country_Profile_Poland.pdf  

Country_Profile_Portugal.pdf  
Product 'Description of Pilot Projects'

Title: Description of Pilot Projects

Product Type: distribution methods

Marketing Text: The descriptions allow an overview on the ten pilot projects.

Description: The pilot projects, their procedures and expected outcomes are described briefly.

Target group: The target groups of the descriptions are the European partners and everybody interested and involved in high quality in VET.

Result: The descriptions are designed to give a brief overview on the project and to arouse the curiosity on the pilot projects and on ENIQAB.

Area of application: The product was created with the aim of enhancing dissemination of information on the project.

Homepage:

Product Languages:

product files

10 Pilot Projects

Berlin_IVET.pdf  
http://www.adam-europe.eu/prj/7534/prd/13/2/Berlin_IVET.pdf

Grasroots.pdf  
http://www.adam-europe.eu/prj/7534/prd/13/2/Grasroots.pdf

Integral_Job_Report.pdf  

Mastering_IVET.pdf  
http://www.adam-europe.eu/prj/7534/prd/13/2/Mastering_IVET.pdf

ML-QuES.pdf  
http://www.adam-europe.eu/prj/7534/prd/13/2/ML-QuES.pdf

ProfUnt.pdf  
http://www.adam-europe.eu/prj/7534/prd/13/2/ProfUnt.pdf

Q3.pdf  

Q-LAB.pdf  
http://www.adam-europe.eu/prj/7534/prd/13/2/Q-LAB.pdf

Quality Development.pdf  
http://www.adam-europe.eu/prj/7534/prd/13/2/Quality%20Development.pdf
product files

QUESAP.pdf
http://www.adam-europe.eu/prj/7534/prd/13/2/QUESAP.pdf
Product '3rd ENIQAB Newsletter (de)'

Title: 3rd ENIQAB Newsletter (de)

Product Type: distribution methods

Marketing Text: The newsletter enables to gain an insight into the state of quality development and quality assurance in VET in Portugal, one of the European partners.

Description: The newsletter provides information on quality assurance and development in Austrian VET.

Target group: Target groups are actors of pilot projects and the interested public.

Result: The newsletter familiarises the actors of the pilot projects with the Portuguese experiences on quality assurance and development in VET.

Area of application: The newsletter serves as information material which promotes the exchange between the European initiative on quality assurance and development in VET and the German pilot projects concerning this matter.

Homepage: http://www.deqa-vet.de/_media/ENIQAB-Newsletter_Nr__3.pdf

Product Languages: German

product files

ENIQAB_newsletter_ed.3_de.pdf
http://www.adam-europe.eu/prj/7534/prd/14/1/ENIQAB_newsletter_ed.3_de.pdf
Newsletter
Product '4th ENIQAB Newsletter (de)'

Title: 4th ENIQAB Newsletter (de)

Product Type: distribution methods

Marketing Text: The newsletter gives you an overview on the other four EQAVET projects selected by the same call as ENIQAB.

Description: The newsletter provides information on the EQAVET projects and the EQAVET promotion unit.

Target group: Target groups are actors of the national pilot projects and the interested public.

Result: The newsletter familiarises the actors of the pilot projects with the other EQAVET projects.

Area of application: The newsletter serves as information material which promotes the exchange between the European initiative on quality assurance and development in VET and the German pilot projects concerning this matter.

Homepage: http://www.deqa-vet.de/_media/4_ENIQAB_Newsletter.pdf

Product Languages:

product files

4_ENIQAB_Newsletter.pdf
http://www.adam-europe.eu/prj/7534/prd/15/1/4_ENIQAB_Newsletter.pdf
Product '2nd international ENIQAB newsletter (en)'

Title: 2nd international ENIQAB newsletter (en)

Product Type: distribution methods

Marketing Text: The newsletter refer to the progress of the pilot projects and in particular to the research focus „Development of instruments of in-company quality assurance and development“. Furthermore the other EQAVET projects are introduced.

Description: The Newsletter provides information on instruments developed by the pilot projects and the other EQAVET projects.

Target group: Target groups are the European partners and the interested public.

Result: The newsletter familiarises the European partners with instruments developed by the pilot projects and the other EQAVET projects.

Area of application: The newsletter serves as information material which promotes the exchange between the European initiative on quality assurance and development in VET, the German pilot projects concerning this matter and the European partners.

Homepage: http://www.deqa-vet.de/_media/2_ENIQAB_Newsletter.pdf

Product Languages:
Product 'ENIQAB Brochure'

Title: ENIQAB Brochure

Product Type: distribution methods

Marketing Text: The brochure gives an overview on the project ENIQAB and describes the involved pilot projects.

Description: The brochure provides information on ENIQAB and the pilot projects.

Target group: Target groups are the European partners and the interested public.

Result: The brochure familiarises the target group with the project ENIQAB and the ten German pilot projects.

Area of application: The brochure serves as information material which promotes the exchange between the European initiative on quality assurance and development in VET, the German pilot projects concerning this matter and the European partners.

Homepage: http://www.deqa-vet.de/_media/Broschuere_ENIQAB_Internet_final.pdf

Product Languages:

Product files

Broschuere_ENIQAB_Internet_final.pdf
http://www.adam-europe.eu/prj/7534/prd/17/1/Broschuere_ENIQAB_Internet_final.pdf
Product '5th ENIQAB Newsletter (de)'

Title: 5th ENIQAB Newsletter (de)

Product Type:

Marketing Text:

Description:

Target group:

Result:

Area of application:

Homepage:

Product Languages: German

product files

5th ENIQAB Newsletter (de)

ENIQAB newsletter edition 5 (ger).pdf
Product 'Practical guides for the implementation of the European Quality Strategy (de + en)'

Title: Practical guides for the implementation of the European Quality Strategy (de + en)

Product Type:

Marketing Text:

Description:

Target group:

Result:

Area of application:

Homepage:

Product Languages:

product files

Handlungshilfen zur Umsetzung der europäischen Qualitätsstrategie (de)
ENIQAB_Broschuere_deutsch_neu.pdf

Practical guides for the implementation of the European Quality Strategy (en)
ENIQAB-Broschuere_englisch_neu.pdf
http://www.adam-europe.eu/prj/7534/prd/19/2/ENIQAB-Broschuere_englisch_neu.pdf
Events

3rd ENIQAB Meeting

Date 13.09.2012

Description The third ENIQAB Workshop will take place parallel to the Annual Forum of DEQA-VET. The focus will be laid on European indicators for quality development and assurance and their relevance for regional projects/the pilot projects.

Target audience European partners, actors of the pilot projects, EQAVET projects and interested stakeholders who participate at the Annual DEQA-VET Forum.

Public Closed event

Contact Information Julia Jörgens
++49 +228 107-1677
joergens@bibb.de

Time and place 13-14 September 2012, Gustav-Stresemann-Institute /Federal Institute for Vocational Education and Training, Bonn

2nd ENIQAB Workshop

Date 10.02.2012

Description Intermediate results, the process of ENIQAB and an overview of the pilot projects were presented. The next steps were coordinated and the expectations of the partners discussed.

Target audience European partners and actors of pilot projects

Public Closed event

Contact Information Julia Jörgens
++49 +228 107-1677
joergens@bibb.de

Time and place 10 February 2012, Research Institute for Vocational Education and Training (f-bb), Nuremberg
Events

Kick-Off Meeting/1st ENIQAB Workshop

Date  11.04.2011

Description  During the Kick-Off meeting tasks and responsibilities were clarified, time schedule and milestones were planned.

Target audience  European partners, actors of the pilot projects

Contact Information  Julia Jörgens
                      +49 +228 107-1677
                      joergens@bibb.de

Time and place  11-12 April 2011, Federal Institute for Vocational Education and Training (BIBB), Bonn